
S/L: Peeing at night? Maybe it’s not your prostate?

Dear Reader,

Do you have to get up to pee multiple times a night?

If so, you might think you’ve got a problem with your prostate.

Maybe your doctor told you that’s where the problem is.

But, when he prescribed you a solution — like saw palmetto or one of
the other popular prostate treatments — the problem didn’t go away.

Well, there might be a simple reason why…

Your prostate isn’t the problem!

That’s right: According to some research out of Vanderbilt University, the
medical world has been overlooking a key cause of nighttime peeing.

One that’s easy to fix.

>> Click here to get the details.
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S/L: A breakthrough in Parkinson’s?

Dear Reader,

As you may know, Parkinson’s disease is caused by a deficiency in a
neurotransmitter called dopamine.

But what if there was a way to increase dopamine levels…AND stop the
further destruction of dopamine-producing cells?
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And do so without any of the nasty side-effects you get from popular
Parksinson’s drugs?

In other words, what if there was a way to actually reverse Parkinson’s?

Well, it turns out that there is a way. And I stumbled upon it when I read
a journal article by a brilliant named Marty Hinz.

>> Click here to find out what Dr Hinz discovered
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S/L: Joint pain gone in under a minute

Preview: The New York Times has called this “the closest thing to a
health wonder”

Dear Reader,

The New York Times has called this “the closest thing to a health
wonder.”

Thousands of pain sufferers called it a Godsend.

If you suffer from…

● Lower back pain.
● Muscle cramps
● Stiff necks
● Hand, wrist, elbow, shoulder... or any joint pain…

…just apply two of these “magic drops” on your worst pain areas…
wait 54 seconds… and Bingo… your pain is gone… for up to DAYS.

https://www.google.com/
https://getarcticblast.com/3/go/indexwritten7.php
https://getarcticblast.com/3/go/indexwritten7.php
https://getarcticblast.com/3/go/indexwritten7.php


Sports stars and Hollywood celebrities are already using it. Now
you can use it, too.

>> Click here for the details
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From: Penn State Breakthrough

S/L:  10-Minute “Hunger Hack” makes the lbs fall off

Dear Reader,

A professor at Penn State just discovered a simple 10-Minute “Hunger
Hack” that saves 400 calories at every meal.

Now, 400 calories may not seem like a lot…

Until you do the math.

It’s about the same as running 4 miles a day, without all the hard work…

What's the secret?

>> It’s so simple, you’ll be amazed
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S/L: Is your protein shake making you fat?

Preview: Why most powders build fat, rather than muscle

https://getarcticblast.com/3/go/indexwritten7.php
https://ketosoupsbook.com/ksoups-ia


Dear Reader,

If you drink protein shakes, you probably think you’re doing something
healthy.

But the reality is somewhat different…

Let me explain…

As you may know, when you consume protein, your body breaks down
those proteins into amino acids. And then it turns those aminos into
protein.

Except…

It only turns SOME of those amino acids into protein.

The rest?

They turn into glucose. And that glucose is either burned, or stored as
fat.

And here’s the kicker: when you consume protein powder, a staggering
83% of the aminos turn to glucose!

That includes protein powders made from soy, dairy, and even eggs.

But, with one simple change, you can cut it from 83%...down to just 1%.

Click here to discover how.
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S/L: "I used Rogaine for 8 months and didn't grow a single hair"

Preview: Frustrated with hyped-up hair products that don’t deliver?
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Dear Reader,

I hear this all the time.

Patients who have tried “big name” hair restoration products
and…nuthin’.

Or even worse: they experienced Rogaine’s infamous “dread shed” —
where your hair falls out initially and is supposed to grow back — and
their hair NEVER grew back…

…Leaving them even balder than when they started!

Fortunately, there’s an alternative.

One that, in scientific tests…

Worked for EVERY SINGLE PERSON who tried it.

Increased hair thickness by an AVERAGE of 246%. That’s 3.5x as
much hair in your thinning areas.

And it’s 100% natural — so no weird chemical smell, and no scalp
itching or burning.

https://go.truvarin.com/t-sales-page-570008471667591725795?aff_sub=1175&aff_sub2=10293572c3bf246408d1dd7fc44974&affiliate_id=&click_id=&cookiepreview=false&ho_aff_id=1175&noautoplay=false&nopopup=false&trans_id=10293572c3bf246408d1dd7fc44974
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Click here to get the full story.
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S/L: "I can't believe my hair just came back, I thought it was
gone forever"

Preview: Finally: a safe and effective solution to hair loss

Dear Reader,

Did you know…

There’s a region in Mongolia where their hair grows so long,
thick and luscious…
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That they cut it off and sell it to Americans.

That’s where most of the natural hair extensions sold in
America come from.

Their secret?

A rare nutrient in their diet.

A nutrient that, in a recent Harvard study…

Increased hair thickness for EVERY SINGLE PATIENT.

That’s right, unlike most hair loss treatments, this has been
shown to work for everyone.

Not only that, but the AVERAGE increase in hair thickness
was a staggering 246% in the treated area.
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(Click to enable images.)

And now this nutrient has become available in America.

To find out more, click here.

{signoff}

P.S. Because this nutrient is only found in Mongolia, it’s difficult
to source in large quantities.

So our supplies often run out.

So, if you dream of having a full head of hair again, click here
today.
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Subject line: How to get the benefits of Keto - while still eating
carbs

Have you tried the keto diet?

If so, how long did you last? If you’re like most people, you probably
gave up quite quickly.

That’s because, while keto diets provide many incredible health
benefits, they also come with a lot of negative side effects. Side
effects like:

*Bad breath

*Fatigue

*Constipation

*Headaches

*Reduced Physical Performance

*Brain Fog

*Muscle Cramps

*Strong Sugar Cravings

And, of course, perhaps the biggest of all… which is all the
delicious foods you have to give up.

But what if there was a supplement you could take that would put
your body in ketosis - burning fat for fuel - while you continue to eat
carbs?

Sounds too good to be true?

Well it isn’t - all thanks to a little-known “super fat.”



This fat - which we’ve turned into a powder so it can be mixed in
with your coffee or your morning smoothie -  lets you reap so many
of the benefits of the Keto Diet without eliminating carbs from your
diet.

To find out more and how, for a limited time, you can save 71%,
click here:

Get BioTrust Keto Elevate™ Up to 71% OFF + FREE Shipping
While Supplies Last

To your fastest results,

Joel

https://www.biotrust.com/pages/keto-elevate-pure-c8-mct-oil-powder-8
https://www.biotrust.com/pages/keto-elevate-pure-c8-mct-oil-powder-8

